Abstract-Josephson Fluxonic Diode (JFD) provides a very nonlinear characteristic in comparison with a long Josephson junction at microwave frequencies. This nonlinearity is highly accentuated by creation and dynamics of vortex-antivortex pairs in two disparate modes of operation; forward and reverse-bias. Experimental detection of microwave frequencies through this device is not solely dependent on the geometry and seems to change drastically with the different operating condition. This paper attempts to understand the microwave characteristic of this device with respect to its bias and control current and rf-exposed boundary conditions defined in RCSJ model of JFD. Based on the simulation results, for a finite length of a JFD excited by a low-amplitude microwave signal below its plasma frequency, control current increases the rate of vortex-antivortex pair generation and fine-tunes the microwave resistance (R ω ) up to an order of magnitude more than its zero magnetic field resistance (R 0 ). Under this circumstance, adding the bias current which can move generated vortex-antivortex pairs causes a substantial increase up to three orders of magnitude compared to R 0 either in forward or reverse-bias, while damping coefficient 1/ √ β c (β c is Stewart-McCumber parameter of Josephson junction) can limit this increase. It has also been shown that the variation of polarity, frequency, or amplitude of incoming microwave signal can impact on the impedance due to its relation with pair generation rate and so causes variations in observed impedance both in linear and nonlinear form. According to the results, lowmicrowave impedance of a JFD can be multiplied externally using biasing sets to match with high-impedance sources, which justifies its detection mechanism at microwave frequency.
I. INTRODUCTION
R ESPONSE of Josephson junctions to microwave excitation and rf drive has been the subject of an enormous amount of research over the last decades. I-V characteristics [1] - [4] , microwave impedance [4] - [9] and rf chaotic behavior of Josephson junctions [10] - [14] are several cases in this field that have been extensively studied both theoretically and experimentally in the family of superconducting devices similar to single crystals [15] - [17] , weak links [6] , [18] , short and long Josephson Junctions [19] - [23] . Microwave impedance of these devices shows a remarkable nonlinear dependence on the rf drive which is a direct consequence of nonlinear Josephson effect based on principles of quantum mechanics. Furthermore, the role of electromagnetic waves in the creation of Shapiro steps [24] , quasi-particle generation [25] and their interaction with Fiske steps [26] are the most examined peculiar nonlinear effects, while magnetic field sensitivity of critical current adds to the complexity of determining internal or intrinsic impedance of these devices with rf drive. In a long Josephson junction, the problem becomes even more complicated especially when it is being used in its JFD form because of creation, motion and dynamics of magnetic flux quanta the so-called "vortex" and "antivortex." Till now it has not been fully studied the microwave impedance of a JFD when the magnetic fields of a fast varying signal is to be considered. Typically DC and low-frequency effects of Josephson devices are normally considered and become important in operation of e.g., SQUIDs [27] but their high-frequency effect is usually ignored and in the case of SIS detectors, squashed by a large enough external magnetic fields [23] . However, in JFD, change in critical current I c , via a magnetic field or any other external cause, plays rather a central role in its rf impedance and this effect needs to be understood. Before explaining the operational principle of JFD, it is worth mentioning that in this paper, only the intrinsic impedance of the device is considered and its extrinsic impedance, which is variable with shape and size, is not treated here. In our experience, matching such extrinsic impedance of the device to external microwave excitation loses its importance when the highly nonlinear and frequency dependent internal impedance varies in practice.
JFD is a long Josephson junction in principle that has been filled with vortexes in one side and antivortices in the other side [28] . This is accomplished by applying a perpendicular magnetic field using a control current in the center of the device the so-called transition region, and splitting and giving it back from the opposite ends of the device, as provided in Fig. 1 . So, JFD falls into the category of magnetic-field-controlled superconducting devices. For simplicity, it is assumed equal currents are taken from each end so the number of vortexes and antivortices are equal. When a bias current is applied, generated excited by a homogeneous perpendicular magnetic field using an isolated control line (black solid) running above a long Josephson junction (white solid). So control current creates a spatially reversing magnetic field which generates vortexes and antivortices on each side (dimensions are not to scale).
vortexes and antivortices move in opposite directions along the junction by a Lorentz-type force. This provides us two distinct modes of operation for two possible directions of the bias current and creates a diode behavior. If bias current pushes vortexes and antivortices toward each other in the center, JFD is called forward-biased. It exhibits a linear voltage whose slope can be varied both with fabrication parameters of the junction such as the Stewart-McCumber, length, critical current density, and the magnitude of the applied control current. Based on the value of loss in the junction, vortexes and antivortices can either annihilate each other or pass through and get injected into opposite sides. These two modes result in completely different I-V characteristics and accordingly different impedances [29] .
In the reverse-bias mode, vortexes and antivortices are pushed away toward the edges where they originally entered the junction. After a transient, the device becomes devoid of moving vortexes or antivortices and a zero voltage, or short circuit is obtained. As a result, a complete rectifying I-V curve is obtained reminiscent of PN-junction diodes. Also, similar to avalanche breakdown in semiconductor diodes in which a large enough reverse-bias voltage causes electron-hole pair generation, here a large enough bias current can cause instantaneous vortexantivortex pair generation at the center. So in a reverse-biased JFD, reaching a threshold current, the device jumps from its zero voltage mode into a voltage state. The voltage depends on the magnitude of the magnetic field or the number of vortexes and antivortices present at steady-state. When JFD is biased right below its threshold current for pair generation, a microwave excitation can start pair generation and guides the junction into its voltage state. If the microwave signal is then removed, the junction jumps back to its zero voltage state [30] . It is then predicted a very complicated relationship between frequency and amplitude of rf signal and microwave impedance of the device. It is worth noting that different dynamic microwave resistance in a JFD can be accomplished via an appropriate current application in experiment. For example, a 50 Ω resistance can be easily obtained as rf signal turns on and impedance can vary quite drastically under different conditions examined in this paper. Such controllable range of possible impedance values makes this device quite attractive for highly sensitive microwave frequency detection without additional impedance matching transformers.
In this paper, we report the first systematic study to consider microwave impedance of Josephson fluxonic diode under various parameters in comparison with its characteristics impedance. For this purpose, we consider that the two boundaries of JFD have been excited by a signal both symmetric and anti-symmetric at microwave frequencies where the field direction is either in the direction or the opposite direction of the created dc magnetic field of the control current. It is also essential to consider this impedance versus frequency and amplitude of excitation along with fabrication parameters as discussed in more detail below.
II. DYNAMIC EQUATION OF BIASED JFD
The well-known Sine-Gordon equation describes the characteristics of a Long Josephson Junction (LJJ) subjects to any boundary condition like rf excitation or radiation emission as well [31] - [33] . Dynamics of JFD with an arbitrary phase jump (ϕ) can also be described likewise by some additional terms in the Sine-Gordon equation. As mentioned before, JFD is a long Josephson junction in principle, so it consists of distributed short Josephson junctions in series that has one or more dimensions longer than the Josephson penetration depth i.e., L ≥ λ J (L is the total length of JFD in x-direction). A common way of modeling Josephson junctions is to use the so-called Resistively Capacitively Shunted Junction (RCSJ) model so that each junction is represented by an ideal Josephson junction shunted by a capacitor C per area and a resistor R n per length. The equation describing current-voltage in RCSJ model is
where J c is the critical current density of a Josephson junction. The capacitive channel describes the displacement current due to the geometric shunting capacitance and the resistive channel describes the normal (sub-gap) resistance [34] , [35] . In JFD, a series combination of Josephson junctions is connected via an inductor-resistor branch as presented in Fig. 2 which has been used to model experimental results and numerical calculation [36] - [38] . In this model, the geometric inductance per unit length of superconducting electrode L s is assumed to be more than its kinetic part, while R c specifies the surface resistance in the unit length of the superconducting electrode.
To address the dynamics equation of JFD, one can define the Josephson phases in an elementary loop between two points with coordinates x and x + dx in Fig. 2 as
and using Kirchhoff equations for current in node x as:
where ϕ(x) is local Josephson phase at the point x, ϕ e (x) is the external magnetic flux applied to the cell in point x by using control line, L s and R c are respectively the inductance and resistance of the piece of the junction electrodes between x and x + dx, I Ls (x) and I Rc (x) are the currents in L s and R c respectively, I(x) is the AC Josephson current and
is the applied bias current. Assuming that the interval dx is infinitesimal
In the above equations, w is the width of the junction, μ 0 is the vacuum permeability and Λ is the effective penetration depth of the magnetic field into the junction. Control line induced magnetic field H(x) through the bulk superconducting loop is quantized in the unit of Φ 0 . Also, the unit normal to the plane of JFD junction is denoted by n and Λμ 0 H refers to the magnetic flux per unit length. Substituting (6) in (2) 
By rewriting (3) with (4), (5) in a differential form, we have
By using (7) and (8) and also considering the fact that V Rc (x) = L s dI Ls (x)/dt and dH/dt = 0, we obtain
(9) Substituting (1) to (9) and using the second Josephson relation ∂ϕ/∂t = (2e/ )V together with (7), the governing equations of a biased JFD will be obtained as
with
where subscripts x and t denote partial derivatives with respect to spatial and temporal coordinates, ω p is the Josephson plasma frequency, ω c is the characteristic frequency of the junction and J i /J c is the bias current density normalized to the critical current density. If the right-hand side of (10) is zero, it reduces to the sine-Gordon equation. So the possible normalized equation is as follows
where the spatial coordinate is normalized to the Josephson penetration depth (x = x/λ J ) and time is normalized to the inverse plasma frequency (t = tω p ). The parameter α is defined by ω p L s /R c , the dimensionless damping coefficient β = ω p /ω c ≡ 1/ √ β c and γ = J i /J c which is normalized bias current density. The last term in (11) is the normalized variation of the magnetic field in x-direction h x = H x /H c1 , where H c1 is the first critical magnetic field of junction [39] . Ampere's law allows to replace this term with J ctrl /J c in current-form; physically means that exceeding control current density (J ctrl ) more than J c starts injection of vortex-antivortex pairs in JFD [29] .
III. CALCULATION OF IMPEDANCE
Since a closed form solution for the phase of this highly nonlinear differential equation (11) does not exist except for very rudimentary cases, it has been left with solving this equation via finite difference method. In this method, presented circuit model in Fig. 2 will be used with the following conditions: The bias current is homogeneously applied to the total length of the junction; hence it divides equally between all cells but the control current is injected to the transition region and is taken from each cell at the ends. Because H(x) in (6) is spatial dependent, application of a constant control current results in h x only be available in transition cells. This concludes a JFD type with vortexes occupying half of the cells and antivortices the other half. In practice, H(x) can be produced either by an isolated control line above JFD (as presented in Fig. 1 ) or embedding in the Josephson junction electrodes [28] .
If the boundaries of JFD are excited by a pure microwave frequency, which is the case studied in this paper, a rf-field h ω sin(ωt) is applied to the corresponding cells in addition to the existing magnetic field. Therefore, it induces a microwave current I rf sin(ωt) which can be applied symmetrically or asymmetrically to both of the device edges by an antenna coupled to the boundaries of the device or by an electric field coupling of a microwave source through a capacitive link such as stripline resonators. Fig. 3 gives the representation of the discussed boundary conditions for the induced magnetic field by control current H(x) and the microwave excitation h ω sin(ωt) either symmetrically on both sides [ Fig. 3(a) ] or asymmetrically [ Fig. 3(b) ]. These two cases are the main cases for the description of microwave-driven JFD characteristics, which will be compared in detail. In our simulation, it is assumed that control current (I ctrl ) is directly applied to the transition cells and completely removed from the ends.
The spatial-temporal evolution of phase dynamics of JFD with boundary conditions illustrated in Fig. 3 is calculated numerically by using a MATLAB program. In all forthcoming simulation results, typical parameters are used which are most relevant to our experiments. For analysis, the physical dimension of JFD includes 1000 Josephson junction cells for an equivalent length of L = 70 λ J with λ J of 15 um and w = 40 um. The transition region is chosen to be 20 λ J . The critical current density J c = 700 A/cm 2 , R c = 0.44 Ω/μm, L s = 0.0025 pH/μm and C = 0.14 pF/μm 2 . Bias, control, and microwave currents together with β c are variables of our study. For all situations the steady-state behavior is characterized by applying control and bias currents initially, waiting for all transients to die out and steady-state response settles in before rf excitation is applied. Then the voltage solution V(x) and phase ϕ(x) are obtained over at least 10 rf periods and finally, the microwave impedance (Z ω ) is calculated using equation (12) over the last rf cycle (2π/ω) [8] 
(12) The following sections provide calculation results of impedance for the above-mentioned JFD in the presence or absence of rf excitation with different biasing conditions. For simplicity, the results are normalized to zero magnetic field impedance (I ctrl , i rf → 0) Z 0 = R 0 + jX 0 , which is equal to the characteristics impedance of a LJJ transmission line with the same dimension.
A. Z ω of JFD Without Bias Current
The first results of our simulation are represented in Fig. 4 in which R ω /R 0 and X ω /X 0 are plotted versus normalized control current (I ctrl /I c ) for a JFD with no bias current. In this paper, different damping coefficients corresponding to β c = 10, 100 and 1000 are selected in order to analyze the sensitivity of results to the loss in the junction. Also, as far as biasing condition is concerned, the amplitude of microwave signal is assumed to be low and the frequency supposed to be below plasma frequency avoiding pair generation using rf signal, itself. Since no bias is used in this case, no difference between symmetric and asymmetric excitations is observed.
As can be seen from Fig. 4(a) . the resistance has some characteristic features. It starts at a constant level, increases after a threshold is reached and oscillates quite drastically afterward. The threshold at which a sudden increase in R ω happens is the initial value to start the creation of vortex and antivortex pairs by using control current. On the reactance X ω side, it shows a dynamic phase variation after this threshold [ Fig. 4(b) ]. By further increase in control current, pair generation rate increases monotonically coming in and out of a sink. This effect is more understandable from the inset of Fig. 4(b) where the number of vortex-antivortex pairs is provided versus control current growth. This quantized value is equal to the number of each 2π variant appears in ϕ(x) along the junction. Since the coupling of initial vortex-antivortex pair depends only on the critical current density and is independent of β c [see the point "A" in Fig. 4(b) inset] , generation of extra vortex-antivortex pairs is damping related [37] so that microwave resistance concurrently varies with pairs number. For larger β c , the number of produced non-initial pairs jumps rapidly and leads to a sharp increase in R ω [the point "B" in Fig. 4(a) ]. It is because, for a junction with large β c , less normal current exists and damping is low which eases phase change along the junction. Accordingly, the amplitude of R ω oscillation for β c = 10 is low and once β c becomes larger, it increases.
B. Z ω at the Presence of Bias Current
Application of a bias current in JFD sets vortexes and antivortices in motion by a Lorentz-type force and pushes them apart or toward each other depending on bias polarity. Fluxons movement and their interaction can change ϕ(x) in a complex dynamics which originates the fundamental properties of microwave impedance in a JFD. Under this circumstance, Fig. 5 depicts the real and imaginary part of Z ω in predefined JFD versus normalized bias current (I bias /I c ) and a constant control current of 0.15I c . Selected control current creates 20 vortexantivortex pairs at steady-state and bias current transfers them along the junction's length. So the rate of vortex-antivortex generation is no longer solely dependent on the control current but bias current affects it as well. As can be seen in different plots of Fig. 5 , points A and B indicate the steps respectively in reverse and forward-bias at which bias current causes a notable change in the number of the pairs and correspondingly an increase in R ω . In forward-bias, pair's movement happens at small bias current values but there is a large threshold current in reverse-bias before it starts to generate any pair.
It is noticeable that β c does not affect the forward-bias threshold while in the reverse-bias the breakdown threshold is dependent on this coefficient. When damping is small, the breakdown is small too and contains a remarkable phase variation in imaginary part of impedance as shown in Fig. 5(f) . At this point, vortex-antivortex pairs abruptly are generated from the middle of JFD and transferred to the junction edges. So their number increases after a gradual drop [see point A in Fig. 5(f) inset] . In general consequence of Fig. 5 , R ω in forward-bias is almost greater than reverse one in magnitude. Though, damping limits the amplitude of R ω /R 0 to 34, 206, 645 at breakdown threshold and to 50, 208, 1500 at forward threshold, respectively, for β c = 10, 100 and 1000.
C. Microwave Frequency Effect
The frequency of rf excitation is an important factor which can impact on microwave impedance of JFD directly. Fig. 6 illustrates this dependence, in the frequency range from 0.1ω p to 2ω p . For this part, we consider the case in which the JFD is biased closely before its breakdown [point "A" in Fig. 5(a) , (c), (e)] to observe a notable change in R ω and the calculations are, however, done only for symmetric rf excitation with I ctrl = 0.15I c . Here, the frequency, all other parameters constant, determines the coupling rate of the vortex and antivortex pairs to the JFD's boundaries by the incoming rf signal. It means that a small alternative rf current in two end cells of JFD's model can create pairs repeatedly in which the rate of this generation depends on the frequency of coupled rf-signal. However, the results of Fig. 6 manifest a ramp increase in R ω up to plasma frequency and then it becomes almost constant. At frequencies below 0.4ω p , the microwave resistance slightly varies less than 7R 0 and is independent of damping coefficient. Beyond this frequencies, a saturation occurs for frequencies higher than plasma frequency which is about 17R 0 for β c = 10 but depending on β c the resistance oscillates around this value. A justification is that at low frequencies the vortex and antivortex pairs have enough time to adjust their phase with the instant value of the rf drive so that the device linearly behaves with frequency. Conversely, at high frequencies, there is not enough time for any change in ϕ during the oscillation period of the rf drive.
D. Microwave Amplitude Effect
Not apparent at first glance is that amplitude of rf excitation, while both magnetic field and bias current are applied, does affect the impedance. The rf-signal can act as the bias or the control current itself and can aid pair generation from the boundaries. Since the dynamics of JFD is effected by generation and interactions of vortex-antivortex pairs, a large rf signal may change its harmonics to chaotic one like as an LJJ [12] . In former cases, the microwave excitation assumed to be small not to generate any pair by itself, however, in the current section, the application of larger microwave signals will be analyzed too. Fig. 7 provides the variation of R ω /R 0 with a variable magnitude microwave current at the frequency of ω = 0.1ω p and two excitation modes; symmetric and asymmetric. The biasing scenario is same as Fig. 6 and rf current is selected to increase up to 0.2I c . As can be seen, there is a starting point in I rf in which the amplitude of microwave excitation can change R ω response. Before this threshold, there is no difference between symmetric and asymmetric mode in microwave resistance. If the sum of rf component, dc control, and bias currents exceeds breakdown threshold, oscillating vortexes-antivortices will be created and results in a sudden change in impedance. This threshold exists at different values of β c .
In symmetric drives, it produces equal types of carriers at the boundaries, but in the asymmetric mode, one vortex and one antivortex will be created using induced rf signal, which is in the same direction as I ctrl generated vortex-antivortex pair. However, in the symmetric case and for β c = 10, the oscillating fluxons interact with I ctrl fluxons due to large amplitude of rf signal and can pass through each other; therefore no influence on the steady-state response of R ω is obvious [ Fig. 7(a) ]. Also, the fluctuations in this figure arise from the changes in the rate of pair generation and their height is dependent on I rf and β c . For higher values of β c steps become closer and aperiodic [ Fig. 7(b) and (c)]. Except for the low damping cases of β c = 100 and 1000, asymmetric rf excitation leads to a minor jump (about 2R 0 ) in microwave resistance at I rf = 0.15I c . 
IV. CONCLUSION
We have studied microwave impedance of Josephson fluxonic diode exposed to rf excitation at its boundaries. We find that at frequencies below the plasma frequency of JFD, there is a significant increase in microwave resistance R ω , compared with its characteristic resistance, R 0 , as control current increase. By application of bias current and sliding vortex-antivortex pairs from/to boundaries, step-like variations in microwave resistance have been observed in forward/reverse-bias in which they are very sharp and high amplitude for low damping JFD (large β c ). It is because vortex-antivortex pairs can easily create and oscillate by using induced rf current at the boundaries. If JFD is biased closely before its breakdown point, pair creation is possible in the middle of the junction by a small amplitude rf drive. However, increase in frequency and amplitude of the rf excitation complicates the dynamics of microwave resistance so that only for ω < 0.4ω p , microwave resistance shows a linear growth. In nonlinear parts of microwave resistance, R ω /R 0 = 2 is the minimum sudden change happens in high damping junctions and asymmetric mode of rf excitation. As far as the scope of microwave detection is concerned, the junctions with larger β c modifies the resistance up to 1500 times more than R 0 and considering that the absolute impedance of a Josephson transmission line is about 50 mΩ reaching values of up to 50 Ω impedance seems practical without additional impedance matching transformers.
